Wagz Guide to
Puppies & Dogs
™

www.wagzcolorado.com

Important Contacts
Your Veterinarian
Name ________________________________________
Phone ________________________________________
Address  ______________________________________
Emergency Vet
Name ________________________________________
Phone ________________________________________
Address  ______________________________________

Wagz Pet Market & Grooming
Online: www.wagzcolorado.com
Market: (970) 482-9249
Grooming: (970) 232-9144
Located in Old Town Fort Collins
132 N College Ave, Fort Collins, CO 80524
Market Hours* (Please call for grooming hours)
Sunday
11AM–5PM
Monday
10AM–6PM
Tuesday
10AM–6PM
Wednesday
10AM–6PM
Thursday
10AM–6PM
Friday
10AM–7PM
Saturday
10AM–7PM
*Market hours vary seasonally. Please call for current schedule.
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Nutrition

Contributed by Ginny Schetter & Kelsey Scurek, Wagz Pet Market
Proper nutrition improves your puppy’s quality of life, as well as, prolongs their lifespan.
Starting off with the right diet significantly impacts their future self
in regards to cell-maintenance and growth.  It’s important to research
your puppy breed because diets are based upon individual needs depending on their age or breed.

Dry Kibble
Benefits:
• Convenient
• Affordable
• Works well with free-feeding methods or picky eaters
What to look for:
• Real proteins as your top ingredients
• No artificial colors
• Whole ingredients
• Companies that can prove quality control and sourcing
of ingredients
Extruded versus Oven-Baked
Extrusion is a process using high pressurized steam or water to cook
the “dough,” the dough is then cut, dried, and sprayed with nutrients
to replenish the ones that have been lost to the cooking process.  Oven-baked kibble retains all of its natural, fresh nutrients and proteins
because the food is slowly cooked until browning occurs.  With this
method, the kibble weighs less, therefore you feed less.
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Raw (recommended)
Benefits:
• Cleaner teeth leading to better breath
• Healthy skin & coat
• Better for digestion
• Less stool
• Easier to maintain optimal body weight
• Healthier joints
• Full of natural nutrients
• Palatable
• More moisture
Freeze Dried versus Frozen
Freeze dried raw diets have been removed of all moisture but the nutritional value remains the same, whereas frozen diets still retain all of
the moisture.  Freeze dried has become popular because of its convenience.  With frozen diets you have to plan out your thaw time so that
it’s ready in time for feeding. However, with freeze dried diets you just
add water and feed.

Wet
Benefits:
• Extra moisture
• Typically contains more protein
• Easy to chew
• Keeps longer
A lot of puppy owners use wet food with tentative puppies to persuade
them to start eating their dry food. Using wet food is also great if you
have a dog on medication since it’s a little easier to hide a pill, or mix a
powder, into the mushiness of wet food.

Ask about our discount loyalty program!
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Dietary Supplements
Digestive Health
Pumpkin: Contains a lot of fiber to help with constipation
or diarrhea.
Prebiotics: Provide nutrients for the probiotics living in the
gut to help them function optimally; great for dogs with sensitive
stomachs.
Probiotics: Organisms, such as good bacterias, that live in the
gut that help produce nutrients for the animal.
Joint Health
Glucosamine, chondroitin sulfate, and MSM: Nutrients that allow
for a decrease in inflammation in the joints reducing the effects of
arthritis.  Using these at a young age can prolong the onset of
arthritis, especially in working or large breeds.
Skin & Coat
Fish Oils: Diet has a lot to do with the texture and appearance
of your dog’s skin and coat. Using fish oils (containing omegas and
essential fatty acids) or coconut oils (containing lauric acid and
fatty acids) will keep your dog looking and feeling great!

Check with your veterinarian before making
major changes to your dog’s diet.
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Oral Health

Contributed by Ginny Schetter & Kelsey Scurek, Wagz Pet Market
Just like humans, your new furry friend needs a daily oral care plan to
maintain their overall health, especially when their adult teeth come
in! Lack of dental care can result in a long list of other health problems ($$$). Getting your pet’s teeth checked once a year, at the time
of their annual physical, is a great way to catch any potential problems before they get worse. Below is a list of things to watch out for
throughout your new puppy’s life:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

bad breath
red gums around teeth
broken or loose teeth
bleeding from the mouth
pain in or around the mouth
reduced appetite or refusal
to eat
extra teeth or retained
baby teeth
teeth that are discolored or covered in tartar
swelling in the areas surrounding the mouth
behavioral changes due to possible pain
abnormal chewing, drooling, or dropping food from the mouth

Tips for a Healthy Mouth
Daily brushing, with an enzymatic toothpaste, will help get rid of
plaque and tartar build up, as well as gingivitis (infection of the gums)
caused by bacteria. Starting this routine at a young age will get them
used to brushing and make it easier on you as they get bigger!
Chewing on fleece toys, bones, and specific dental treats everyday will
also keep plaque and tartar from building up.  Always make sure to
supervise your puppy while they chew on something new- you don’t
want them to choke or break any teeth!
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Exercise

Contributed by Jennifer Holmes, K9 Fitness Works
When you are exercising with your dog take time to read their body
language, respect their movements, and respond to their strengths
and weaknesses. Walks are a great way to exercise with your dog as
it is bonding time, as long as you are not on the phone or otherwise
distracted. It also increases cardio and joint flexibility.  
A few ways you can make the most out of a walk:
• Walk over different terrains to improve the nervous system input
in their feet
• Increase their strength by walking up and down hills
• Increase their flexibility by weaving through a swing set or closely
grouped trees  
These exercises help your dog engage muscles like their glutes, hamstrings, and core for better stabilizing action, like when they jump in
and out of the car. The stabilizer muscles help protect the knee and
back from injury to their tendons and ligaments.
Listen to your dog when they slow down, pant, or stop walking as they
are trying to communicate that they have gone far enough.  Activity
with your dog should be similar to any activity you would participate
in; add gradual increases over time with practice.
The definition of fitness is “the condition of being physically fit and
healthy to fulfill a particular role or task in a particular environment.”
This relates to dogs because as they have become more domesticated
they do not engage their core and back leg muscles, therefore they
increase the risk of injury when catching a frisbee or chasing a ball.
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In the wild they need great body awareness to hunt or fight, but domesticated dogs don’t establish the same degree of body awareness by
sleeping on a bed or couch.

Regular exercise can help keep your dog fit and trim and help avoid
diseases such as diabetes and arthritis. However, properly exercising
them is important as well, so that they don’t get injured while they run
and play.

Jennifer Holmes
If you are looking for assistance in learning to how to keep
your dog fit without potential injuries, we highly recommend
Fitness training sessions, with Jennifer Holmes. She provides a
safe, trusting, and fun environment to explore ways to improve
your dog’s performance with their favorite toy or activity.
Daily exercises will improve strength, provide body awareness,
and mental alertness for your
dog to be at their peak while
playing with you. You can learn
more about what she offers at
www.k9fitnessworks.com
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Grooming

Contributed by Amber Futhey, Wagz Pet Grooming
Grooming is an essential part of a dog’s health. Not only does good
grooming keep your dog clean and looking good, but it gives you or a
groomer a good opportunity to spot and also avoid any health issues
including skin irritations, growths and potential joint issues.  
Long haired dogs need to be brushed regularly to avoid mats. Mats can
not only be uncomfortable for your pet but they keep air from getting
to the skin and can cut off blood flow. This can create health issues
and irritations on the skin that are hidden under the mat. Brushing
out mats can also be a painful process and can cause brush burn. Some
mats require shaving to avoid causing more discomfort for your pet.

Professional groomers can help keep your dog
healthy by keeping them groomed and also by
finding issues you may not have noticed.

Nails can also be an issue if they aren’t kept short. When nails are too
long, when they walk it puts pressure on the nail bed which can in
itself cause pain. However, when left long for extended periods of time
it can actually change the alignment of their leg bones and cause them
pain and additional problems.
Professional groomers can help keep your dog healthy by keeping
them groomed and also by finding issues you may not have noticed.
Groomers are known to be the first to spot skin issues and growths
that are sometimes cancerous and will let you know so you can follow
up with a veterinarian.
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Making a professional grooming experience easier for your dog:
It is important to expose your puppy to the grooming experience early
on whether you have a long haired dog that will need regular brushing
and haircuts or a short haired dog that will need baths and nail trims.
Exposing them to the grooming environment while they’re young will
make the grooming experience easier on them and keep their stress
levels lower as they get older. At Wagz we take the time to give puppies
play breaks to make the experience as enjoyable as possible!
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Here are some tips for helping your puppy become comfortable with
our grooming services.

At home
• Play with their feet.
• Use the non-tooth brush side of an electric toothbrush to imitate
a pair of clippers by touching it to different parts of their body.
This will get them used to the vibration of the clippers.  
• Touch a metal spoon to various parts of their face to imitate a
pair of scissors.
• Use any regular brush or comb to get them used to having various
body parts touched and brushed.
• Always use lots of treats and praise during these sessions. Some
puppies will try to test your boundaries and see what they can
and can’t get away with. During these times try to keep doing
what you were doing in a calm, but firm manner instead of giving
in and stopping.
If you adopt a new adult dog who may not be used to grooming, you
can use some of these tricks on them as well. This will get them used
to having someone work with their feet and in their face at home first,
and make their first grooming experience a bit easier.

At a grooming salon
• It is generally recommended to visit a professional grooming
salon around 10-12 weeks (after they have had their second set
of vaccines).
• Waiting until they are 6 months or older is not recommended
because everything is introduced at once instead of slowly over
time resulting in a much more stressful experience.
• It is usually best to just do a bath and brush with a minor trim
around the eyes, feet, and sanitary areas for the first 1-3
appointments to slowly acclimate your pup to the grooming
process and tools while creating positive associations
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Whether you bring your puppy to our grooming salon or to another,
we recommend having your puppy come into the store to get treats
from our groomers when they don’t have an appointment. This will
help your pup feel comfortable with the store and the groomers individually- especially if you have a “Nervous Nelly!’
Remember, grooming your dog is beneficial for their health as it
provides early detection for any external problems your pup might be
having (i.e. skin irritation, lumps, fleas and ticks)!
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Accessories
Contributed by Kelsey Scurek, Wagz Pet Market

Living in such an active state, like Colorado, it’s good to have the right
equipment for your dog. Whether you enjoy hiking, swimming, or just
walking around town we can help make sure your pup is well prepared
to spend the day with you!

Collars and Harnesses
It is important to have a collar fitted correctly for your puppy when
you’re out and about. You generally want a snug two-finger fit between
your puppy’s neck and their collar- this ensures that the collar is
comfortable on their neck but not too loose to where they are able to
slip out of it. We recommend taking your dog’s collar off if they are at
home, especially if you have multiple dogs in the house, since collars
can get twisted up during play time.
When walking your puppy we strongly suggest using a harness. Harnesses evenly distribute the pressure put on your dog’s body so that
one spot doesn’t get strained, such as their neck. When the leash is
attached to their collar and a dog pulls, whether it’s just as they walk
or if they lunge after a squirrel, it can do severe damage to their neck
and throat.  Using a harness is a much safer way to walk a dog.
Depending on how your dog walks on a leash will determine what type
of harness would be best for you. You can always stop in the store and
ask our knowledgeable staff any questions you might have or message
us your questions on any of our social media pages. We ask all of our
fellow dog owners with pups that pull, to please ask us about beneficial
harnesses to help with pulling before you look at getting a prong collar.
Prong collars can cause major damage to a dog’s throat and esophagus
that cause lifelong health issues.  
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Leashes
The correct leash type and length will also lend itself to a good walking
experience.  If you have a puppy who is still learning to walk properly
on a leash or an adult dog, who never quite learned, then perhaps a
shorter leash would be better until you can train them not to wander
and run ahead. Shorter leashes are also good for city walking when
there isn’t much room to roam.
A longer leash is good if you are in an area where there is plenty of
room for your dog to wander and you want to give them a little extra
freedom while still maintaining a safe control.
A retractable leash can be useful for dogs that are very well behaved
walkers and don’t pull.  The buttons on the leash can get sticky and
sometimes not work when you need them most. An improperly used
or improperly functioning retractable leash can cause accidents and
injuries.
If you are unsure which leash would be best for your dog and situation,
please ask one of our staff members and they would be happy to help
you find one that will keep your dog safe.
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Dog Boots
Dog boots are great to use for a variety of outdoor activities. Whether
you enjoy hiking in the mountains, snow shoeing, or just walking on
the pavement around your neighborhood, boots are very beneficial
to keeping your dog’s paws healthy. There are three different lines of
boots made to prevent injury from hot pavement, rocky terrain, and
cold snow. We highly recommend “Ruffwear” gear because of their
great quality and specificity to whatever activity you enjoy most! We
can even help you size your pup for the right fit!
If you don’t want to necessarily spend the money on “Ruffwear” at
the moment or you have a puppy that’s still growing we also have our
“Paws” brand which is great for short term uses. Most people use
them when their puppy goes out in the snow because it prevents little
snow balls from getting stuck in their paw pads. However, they’re also
great to use when walking on hot pavement or to get traction on hard
wood floors! These boots are reusable and come with three sets of four
boots so they will last you quite a while.
Remember, while the pads of dog paws are not necessarily as sensitive
as our own feet, they can still burn on hot pavement or freeze in cold
temperatures and snow.  Try the 10 second rule. If the ground it too
hot for you to put a bare foot or hand on the ground / pavement for
more than 10 seconds, then your dog shouldn’t be walking on it unprotected.

Rescue Wear™
Don’t just throw away those expensive collars, harnesses, and
leashes as your puppy outgrows them. Trade in gently used
accessories for store credit at Wagz and make your puppy’s
growth more affordable with Rescue Wear™. A portion of the
proceeds from Rescue Wear™ sales goes to local rescues.
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Toys!
Picking out toys for your new puppy is a learning process. While you
figure out what kind of toys your puppy likes or how aggressively they
chew on toys it’s good to try a variety! At Wagz we have a large variety
of toys- from squeaky toys to non-squeakers, tennis balls to durable
balls, and plush toys to toys made for tough chewers. We can help you
find the right toy when your puppy starts teething. You can even stop
in and let your puppy pick out their own toy- then you wouldn’t have
to decide!
If you have adopted a new adult dog, the process is really the same.
Experimenting to find out what sort of chewer you have is important,
so you can find the appropriate toy as well as chew treats.
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Training

Contributed by Amber Quann, KPA-CTP, CPDT-KA
Owner/Head Trainer, Summit Dog Training

Why Training is Important?
When your dog is well-behaved, he or she is more likely to be a welcome member of our human society.  In dog-friendly areas like Fort
Collins, training helps you to be able to walk through town, visit many
stores, and enjoy a meal or drink on a restaurant patio, all with your
dog at your side!  
In addition to being a good citizen about town, quality training helps to
keep your dog’s brain engaged in positive activities, which can minimize unwanted boredom behaviors like chewing, digging, barking,
running away, etc. A quality training class provides a safe place for your
dog to have fun and build confidence – all while learning useful skills to
apply at home and out and about!

How do you know your dog needs
training?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Does your dog jump on strangers?
Does your dog pull on their leash?
Does your dog bark at other dogs?
Is your dog nervous in new situations or things?
Does your dog do other unwanted behaviors?
Does your dog love learning new tricks?

If you answered “Yes” to any of those questions, your dog could certainly benefit from training help!
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Choosing a Trainer
We recommend finding a trainer that utilizes positive reinforcement
in their training practices. This philosophy is supported by scientific
research and is the industry standard. It is important to work with a
trainer that promotes the process of learning and behavior change
and not just the “quick fix” that can cause more problems than it
solves. Industry-recognized certifications like KPA-CTP or CPDT-KA or
affiliations with the Pet Professionals Guild or Association of Pet Dog
Trainers are key qualifications to look for when choosing your trainer.
For help finding a certified trainer in your area, check out the “Find A
Trainer” tools on www.clickertraining.com and www.ccpdt.org!

Amber Quann

.
We invited Amber to help us with this section because she is
our recommendation for a trainer. Several of our staff members have first-hand experience working with Amber and have
had great results! You can learn more about Amber and her
company at www.summitdogtraining.com
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www.wagzcolorado.com

